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Thank you for inviting me.. .it is good to be back in Norway. It is a country dear to

my heart for its strong commitment to human and ethical values which are becoming

increasingly important to our business climate worldwide. With oil now a truly global

business and with technology changing rapidly, I believe that the real challenge is to

preserve and encourage those values that involve people and their aspirations.

I will try, in this short presentation, to touch on the changes our industry is facing,

indicate how we are responding - both in Norway and worldwide - and return to what

I believe are the keys to long-term shareholder value.

But first let me highlight a few facts and trends drawn from the Norwegian oil and gas

industry. In a sense, Norway - at least, its North Sea - can be considered quite

representative of mature oil and gas environments. Margins are being squeezed,

opportunities are constrained, and yet there are still sufficient exciting rewards around

for competent players to be able to predict growth with confidence.

[Slide - Norwegian Oil and Gas Resources]
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Despite the obvious success of exploration and production activity on the Norwegian

shelf over the last 30 years or so, most of us would probably accept that exploration

and development opportunities here still abound. Although the grand total is fairly

evenly split between oil and gas, the priority given to oil production in the early years

means that gas will play an increasingly important role in the future. That gas may be

essential in a European context to help this part of the world reduce its CO2

emissions.

J [Slide - Norwegian E & P Players}

I foresee a need for three main types of participants to ensure efficient exploitation of

Norway's hydrocarbon resources in the coming decades:

• efficient operators for major oil and gas fields or major regional clusters of fields;

• companies with solid worldwide expertise in the transportation and sales of gas;

• and flexible, innovative, creative companies, well equipped to explore for and

develop the very significant volumes of oil and gas still to be found in a cost-

effective way; companies that could be called efficient hydrocarbon finders.

As I mentioned, when I look around the industry I see change everywhere.

•s [Slide - Rapid and Fundamental Change]



Change represents challenge, and the opening up of new markets signals opportunity.

But with these new markets will come new competition.

As the world opens up to wider exploration and field remediation opportunities,

people in this industry, with their endless imagination, are constantly giving the lie to

the idea that big is beautiful. There seems to be an endless steam of new

competitors....from new independents, to contractors or shipping companies which

are now actively considering assuming subsurface risk; companies like PGS, Avilco

and Olsen Energy in Norway and Reading and Bates and Halliburton in the USA.

In terms of technological change, seismic interpretation, subsea developments,

floating production systems, and deviated drilling techniques have already contributed

to the exploitation of previously inaccessible reserves, and further advances are

inevitable. The work in the Atlantic Margin - including Norway's mostVJBrtherly

waters - has demonstrated the industry's ability to expand into areas prevjbusly

thought impractical or uneconomic.

This technology is moving so fast that no company can afford to rely only on internal

research and development. The multiplicity of small players is amazing....people

again!



Forming part of this technological change will be the continuing search for lower cost

structures within the industry, though much work has already been undertaken in the

last decade. How many extra economies can be driven through by companies is the

subject of some debate. I think it is fair to say that the jury is still out on whether

some of the initiatives proposed by NORSOK here in Norway or CRINE in the UK

will achieve all we have come to expect of them. But nevertheless, the idea of high

productivity and lower overheads is now rooted at the heart of the oil and gas business

which has had to change to survive.

In the upstream sector of the industry - the one I represent - this increasingly

competitive landscape comprises 'hotspots' of activity which offer particular potential

for the maturing oil and gas industry.

y-\ [Slide - The Competitive Landscape - Major Exploration and Development Hotspots]

Enterprise are significant players in several of these 'hotspots', most notably Italy, the

Gulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic Frontier. In these areas technological advances,

particularly in deep water and horizontal drilling technology, will have a significant

effect on the exploitation of reserves. In the Italian Southern Apennines we have high

hopes for our involvement in a burgeoning new oil province where better seismic data

collection techniques, and deviated wells and cluster drilling advances have already

contributed significantly to the region's development.

[Slide - The Competitive Landscape - Deep water E&P Activity]
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Similarly, the industry's increasing capabilities in deeper water are allowing drilling

where previously it would have been deemed uneconomic, and even too dangerous.

As this overhead shows, the landscape of E&P activity in deep water is looking very

healthy indeed, and come the next century, will continue to expand. Enterprise has

recently entered the deep water of the Gulf of Mexico, following an arrangement with

American company Enserch, and we are confident that there remains significant

potential in this acreage for sizeable finds.

[Slide - The Atlantic Frontier]

And in deep waters closer to home, along the eastern Atlantic margins, Enterprise has

a position in the industry second only to that of Statoil. We expect this to put us in an

excellent position to contribute in Norway in the decades to come, as that area of the

Norwegian shelf is gradually opened up.

In this era of change, companies will have to be swift to take advantage of the rapidly

increasing opportunities but they will also have to be selective in their investment.

[Slide - The New Model]



It is only by being creative itself that a company will succeed in this challenging new

industrial environment. Investment will have to be focused on areas with the most

potential for growth. This financial discipline will see public expression in the form of

corporate targeting, an open enumeration of which will provide investor credibility.

Within the industry, knowledge sharing will become ever more important as part of

the drive to cut out wasted work and maximise the value both of the information we

have at our disposal and the people who use that information.

And ultimately it will be our people who will make the changes that will guide our

companies into the next century. It is up to us to create an environment where

enablement is at the heart of things, and teamwork empowers individuals rather than

muffles them.

[Slide - Industry Growth]

Investment is set to increase, as the potential of existing fields is maximised,

previously uneconomic fields are developed, and more expensive deep water wells are

drilled. It is anticipated that the growth in rates of return will outstrip this increase in

capital expenditure.

How does the market react to this?

[Slide - Market Perceptions]



Generally investors accept the growth story and support the investment plan, in

particular in E&P. This is in part due to market belief that at fairly constant oil prices

the industry is capable of maintaining or even increasing margins.

The shares with the highest premium are those which are perceived to have the

greatest growth potential. The market does not seem to differentiate between

companies in terms of risk of political instability, human rights abuses or even war

where the various reserve bases are located. There seems to be no differentiation of

either the quality of the reserves (as to whether they are oil or gas), or tax regime.

This story of growth for the industry - in sharp contrast to the doom and gloom of the

late eighties - clearly relies on positive answers to the following serious questions:

1. Is the industry capable of reducing further its finding and development costs?

2. Is the oil price going to remain stable to allow the reduced costs to translate into

growing earnings and cash flow?

3. Is the industry going to be allowed to woriv "where it wants and when it wants

without interference or hindrance?

I will now try to address these points.

First of all, will there be a market for this oil?



J(J [Slide - Demand - trend for next five years]

Models of future demand suggest yes.

The next five years show a consistent growth in demand. The expansion of industry in

emerging markets such as Africa, Eastern Europe and South America will contribute

significantly to this increase.

The IE A suggests that as far ahead as 2010 average growth in demand will be at 1.6

per cent. Consultants Gaffney Cline see this demand being met through several

improvements in operating conditions:

• the opening up of new regions

• deregulated energy market pricing

• and a clearer future role for value driven enhanced oil recovery methods.

The companies who meet these demands, however, may not all look like the

companies we are familiar with today.

[Slide - the Future]

According to the wisdom of merchant bankers, we are going to see some large

mergers in the industry.



A few - very few - majors will continue to exist, the Shells and Exxons remaining

global integrateds. In addition, more regionally-based integrated firms, such as

Amoco and Elf will prosper, benefiting from focus and a strong knowledge of the

local markets. This will be driven by downstream size optimisation, ie, big is

beautiful.

Meanwhile, the independents will split into two groups: the first will feature

companies like my own, and will be international in their outlook. They will work

wherever it makes sense for them to work, and will seek business opportunities

worldwide. They will compete against the exploration arms of majors and regional

integrated corporations.

In our case we believe we can continue to be outstanding hydrocarbon finders,

constantly reducing our finding costs. Enterprise has a track record of replacing -

through exploration - more than 180 per cent of its production at an average cost of

less than £1 per barrel on a cumulative basis. We aim to achieve a similar reserve

replacement in 1997 which should, of course, benefit our production profile in the

medium to long term.

The second group comprises what you might call 'niche' independents, who have

particular success in a very limited number of areas, like Hardy, Cairn and British

Borneo.



Elsewhere, a set of international power and gas developers will emerge, such as BG

and Enron. These players will exploit maximum value from the gas chain; that is from

exploration to power and distribution.

They will be complemented by regional electric and gas utilities, who will probably

become fewer and fewer in number, and larger and larger in size, if recent takeovers

and mergers represent a continuing trend. They will evolve into multi-service

suppliers to final consumers.

Finally, there may be room in all this for highly-focused regional downstream

companies.

So these are the sectors that will meet the next century's energy demands, demands

that several independent agencies seem sure are set to continue rising.

What is often not discussed in analysts' reviews of our sector is the effect non-

governmental agencies and public opinion may have on our industry and its ability to

meet the world's energy needs. In some respects, that may be our greatest challenge.
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The rise of environmental preoccupation and concern may have a profound effect on

what methods are regarded as acceptable for the provision of energy needs in the next

century. But perhaps it will be the ethical aspect of how we do business that will

impact on us more - that meeting point between the needs of different cultures and

nations at different stages in their development and the place of western companies in

those arenas.

This ethical factor may prove to be a counter to the expansion of industry into certain

newly available markets where those ideas of human rights, democracy, human

dignity and ethics which are evident in Norway and other Western countries may be

absent.

Can companies succeed in making ethical choices that are also sensible investment

ones? Can companies build into their existing business planning a stringent ethical

checklist that won't hamper their plans for growth? Of course I believe the answer to

both of these questions is "yes".

Our newest generation of recruits, those who will be managing our business not far

into the next millennium, are the most environmentally-aware generation yet and I

believe that they will not stand for sloppy ethics and environmentally hazardous

practices. We must structure our business so that it can undertake decision-making

with integrity as an essential part of sound business judgement.
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As a consequence, modern managements must integrate into their thinking

consideration, of democracy, human rights and corruption. I realise that this could

seriously reduce the geography of our opportunities, but the oil industry cannot live

for ever in a moral vacuum.

But, you might ask, does the market believe all this? Do the shareholders see the

future in the same way?

As I mentioned earlier, the market seems to place no risk discount on the geography

of reserves and it is still a small minority of shareholders who are ready to express

their concern about the moral values of their company.

The market is apparently also happy to buy management's growth story, in a world of

flat oil prices. Will all that growth happen and will all companies achieve it? I am

tempted to say...of course not\

To keep growth rates at their present level we will have to look at every aspect of our

industry to see where we can create value. We are experiencing already some

shortages of drilling rigs, equipment, construction capacity and - more important -

people If we factor in these shortages there will be delays both in new production and

in the maintenance of production in mature fields. This is especially evident in those

North Sea fields where FPSO technology is being deployed, such as we are seeing

here in Jotun..
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Enterprise is not immune from these events. In the short term our target of some

320,000 boepd of production is likely to take another year to achieve and our 1998

production levels are likely to be similar to those in 1997.

As I mentioned one of the constraints involves the shortage of skilled people. You can

see, I always come back to people, whether they are our people (the staff), our

shareholders or our wider constituencies. It all revolves around values...values which

change with emotion, perception, education and other influences on our business.

If you accept this, it means that our employees will stay with us and help us create

long term value for shareholders...provided our culture matches theirs.

So what conclusion can be drawn from all this? Here in Norway we have a mature and

stable oil and gas regime yet ripe with creative exploration opportunities. Worldwide,

there is growing concern about production delays and capacity shortages. At the same

time we are all facing the challenge of meeting higher ethical and environmental

standards and tackling major ecological issues, in particular global wanning.

In that context it seems to me that this country - a leader in terms of ethics,

environmental concern, human rights and human values - has a global contribution to

make. I believe Norway should increase exploration opportunities to assist those

companies, like mine, that have decided to take ethics and the environment seriously.
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